Investigating cell-material interactions by monitoring and analysing cell migration.
Cell-material interactions can on one hand be characterised by assessing the functional state and or shape of the cells at one or different discrete periods of time, on the other hand by observing cell migration and spreading behaviour. The object of this study was to investigate the migration behaviour of fluorescently labelled cells, and to evaluate the software analysing this migration. In the present study, the behaviour of fibroblasts cells on differently structured surfaces was taken as example. In the first step, the influence of seven different lipophilic dyes (Dil, DiO, DiA, DiD, DiR, PKH2 and PKH26) on cell performance was determined taking biochemical parameters as indices. In the second step, the fluorescence characteristics of these dyes were compared regarding their applicability. In the third step, migration behaviour of Dil-labelled fibroblastic cells on plane and grooved surfaces were monitored and analysed using specific software. Our data suggest that most of the dyes have optimal characteristics for studying cell-cell interactions. Cell migration behaviour regarding migration direction and cell spreading was different on plane and grooved surfaces. It could be shown that computer-based image analysis represents a practical, quick and objective tool to quantify exactly cell migration behaviour.